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Abstract. From a geomechanical standpoint, it is possible to set out a mathematical model of human

or animal tumor grow from a natural extension of the corresponding one used in multiphase flow in

porous media due to the also natural analogy between the mechanical behavior of soft tissue and classic

mechanics porous media. To that scope, normal and tumour cells as well as interstitial fluids will be

regarded as fluids, whereas the extracellular matrix, whether rigid or deformable, as solid (soil) skeleton.

Liquids are composed of molecules with interactions acting at a macroscopic level by means of the

two physical properties namely viscosity and the surface stress; likewise, tissues are composed of cells

with adhesives interactions which rheology may be described by viscosity and surface stress as well.

Both viscosity and surface stress depend, among others, on intercellular adhesion. Along with tissues

and liquids, many other materials may be mechanically treated as soft, namely foams, colloids and

polimers. The relevance of extending Onco-physic transporting models from classical mechanics was

successfully carried out by many authors. The authors of this paper have enforced a mathematical model

of multiphase flow in porous media based on a stress state decomposition. For the present paper a model

of tumor grow and an eventual response to principal medicine treatments from the abovementioned

geotechnical mathematical model will be encouraged being the mathematical framework the underlying

fulcrum. The level of detailed required to account for, by means of mathematical models, the geometrical

structure and the unpredictability of physical properties revealed in the different micro-phases, would

entailed extremely elevated computational cost due to the tinniest domains involved in the simulation.

To overcome these drawbacks, a macro scale simulation will be carried out enforcing the most adequate

description of system behavior while filtering spatial randomness.
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